In this paper, the multi-agent coordination problem is studied. This problem is addressed for a class of robots for which control Lyapunov functions can be found. The main result is a suite of thcorcms about formation maintenance, task completion time, and formation velocity. It is also shown how to moderate the requirement that, for each individual robot, there exists a control Lyapunov function. An example is provided that illustrates the soundness of the method.
I n t r o d u c t i o n
In this paper we investigate the problem of how to coordinate a collection of robots in such a way that they maintain a given formation relative to each other. The main assumption about the dynamics of the individual robots that we initially make in this paper is that they can be globally, asymptotically stabilized. Based on this assumption, an abstract and theoretically sound coordination strategy can be developed based on the theory of controlled Lyapunov functions.
Multi-agent formation control problcms have been extensively studicd in the litcraturc and our main contribution is that we use control Lyapunov functions to define the formation. By doing this we convert the formation control problem, typically a constrained motion control problem of multiple systcms, into a stabilization problem for one single system. By this approach we neither cast the problem without real dynamics , nor with an explicit nonlinear robot model [7] . Instead we believe that by requiring the existencc of control Lyapunov functions, we can capture the essential some aspects of the platform dynamics, while not having to ' The work by the first and third authors w a sponsored in Cambridge, MA 02138, USA spend our main effort on nonlinear robot control. We can thus focus on the coordination problem at a higher level.
In addition to the control Lyapunov function approach we use the idea of virtual vehicles introduced in [3] .
Concepts of similar flavor are the "action reference" suggested by Kang et. al. [2] and the "dynamic coordination variable" proposed by Beard et. al. [4] . h r t h e rmore, in the terminology of Beards in [5] , our approach would fall into the category of "virtual structures".
The motivation for studying this type of multi-agent coordination problem mainly stems from the observation that there is robustness and strength in numbers.
If more than one agent is asked to carry out a given task, e.g search a disaster arca, the likelihood of success increases as more agents arc included in the mission. In other situations, cost and energy efficiency indicates that using many small robots might be more beneficial than using one big robot.
The outline of this paper is as follows: In Section 2 we define what we mean by a formation, and show how this can be done implicitly through the null-set of a formation function. In Section 3 we then prove a suite of thcorcms about bounded formation errors, task completion times, and group velocities. This is done for the casc where each individual robot can be globally, asymptotically stabilized, In the following section, we relax this requirement, but show how the theory holds for this case as well. We conclude, in Section 5, with an example, illustrating the usefulness of our proposed method.
Formation Functions
Our primary object of study is a collection of m robots, whosc dynamics can be described by the following set of controlled differential equations ( 2 ) aZ ax Wc refer to 181 for the proof. Theorem 2.1 moreovcr ensures us that we can choosc a control such that 
translational invariance in position coordinates and thus the V ( X , X O ( S ) ) above just contains a coordinate translation in zg(s).
With this additional assumption it is possible to formulate the formation function to a given set in tcrms of the cowex cone spanned by the control Lyapunov functions from the previous paragraphs. 
Coordinated Control
By cstablishing these somewhat straightforward obscrvations about the formation functions dcrivcd from the individual control Lyapunov functions, we can now shift our attention to actually controlling the evolution of the formation. The onc paramctcr that wc can control is thc s-parameter, i.c. the parameterization of the time evolution of the dcsircd positions. We do this by specifying the trajectory that wc want the so callcd virtual leader (or leaders), xo(s(t)), to follow. This nonphysical leader is a rcfercncc point in thc state spacc with respect to which we can definc thc rcst of the formation. We dcnotc the trajectory executed by the virtual leader by x o ( s ( t ) ) = p ( s ( t ) ) . Intuitivcly onc might want to sct s ( t ) = t. But 
K(zi(t), zi0(s)) satisfies

Cilllsi(t)-xio(s)ll2 5 K(Zi(t), Z i O ( S ) ) 5 cizIlzi(t)-Zio(S)1!2
along trajectories for some choice of positive scalars c.. i = 1 , . . . , m, j = 1,2,3. This directly gives that '3 1 for some ci > 0. Thus a choice of u ( z ) = z would fulfill the lower bound property hut to achieve the limiting behavior we choose u ( z ) = 2.
Theoretical Properties
In the following paragraphs we will investigate what theoretical properties the evolution of the multi-agent formation exhibits when letting S be given by Equation (4). We will show that if F(s(to),z(to)) 5 F" then F remains houndcd by F" along trajectories for all times greater than to. We will also show that if s E [sStevt, sf,,,.l] and if S is governed by Equation (4) then s reaches s,in,,~ in finite time. We will conclude our theoretical investigations by showing that Ilio(s(t))ll vo if the formation function is small enough.
Theorem 3.1 If F(s(to),x(to)) 5 F", then F ( s , z ) i Fu, V t 2 to,
i.e. the formation function will never ezceed F". + T,t,rt.
VS
The proof thus consists of finding such a lower hound on S. Let = vs > n, -* which concludes the proof.
i.e. the formation velocity is vo
Proof. We will start by showing that the right hand term in the brackets of equation (4) grows to infinity as F approaches zero.
-+ CO, as qs, . ) + n by Assumption 3.1. Thus the left hand term governs S when F is small. In that case we have rn 4 
Generalization
The assumption from the previous section that each individual robot is globally, asymptotically stabilizahle might seem a hit restrictive. The many nonholonomic platforms encountered in the robotics literature do not exhibit this property. Despite this fact, we believe that our proposed approach sheds some light on the general multi-agent coordination problem. One observation to he made is that Assumption 3.1 is all we need in order to hare Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 go through. We state this as a corollary: Thc proof of this is just a repetition of the proofs of the previous theorems, and is thus omitted.
It should he noted that by allowing semidefiniteness in F we allow formations with some dcgrccs of frccdom, e.g. polygons with fixed arc lengths hut free oricntations. The desired motion of the heam is just that its ccntcr of mass is translated eastwards. Thc cxpression for the virtual leader is thus zg(s) = (s,O.5).
If we would execute this motion as it stands the two robots would just move eastwards (to the right] whilc maintaining a constant relative distance. To make the examplc more interesting we let one of the robots he exposed to a partial battery failure such that its maximal speed is lowered from VB,., = 0. The assumption that each individual robot can be globally, asymptotically stabilized can, howcvcr, be relaxed. In fact, as long as it is possible to construct a formation function and individual controls such that thc formation function decreases, thcorems about bounded formation errors, task completion times, and nominal formation velocities can be proved.
In this paper, we also present an example that illustrates the soundness of our method.
